
BODY IMAGE: PHOTO & PROGRESS JOURNAL

Body Image is an advanced tool for Professional Personal Trainers to track their clients' progress, 
performance and the visual improvement of their appearance over time.  Body Image allows daily 
measurements to be taken for each client including an unlimited number of photos to document the visual 
improvement each client is making. 

Body Image captures all physical metrics in either Standard Imperial or Metric system.  Each day's 
"Progress Report" or any of the photos taken may be immediately emailed to the client (or anyone else that 
they wish) allowing them keep their own records of their progress. You may link each client record to a 
Contact in your iOS Address Book to facilitate the rapid addressing of emails to the client. 

Body Image also allows for the creation of a custom conditioning routine(s) for each client with the ability to 
record performance results for each day's session.  Body Image ships with an extensive downloadable 
conditioning library accessible via the Internet (Wi-Fi or Cellular access required). Sports conditioning as 
well as goal-focused preconfigured conditioning regimes will get you started on building your own powerful 
library for your clients. More built-in regimes are planned for future releases of the App. Premium content is 
planned for purchase within the App in a future release as well. 

Body Image also allows you to save your own conditioning regimes into named saves allowing you to build 
your own library of great conditioning routines and regimes to help drive your clients to perfection! You may 
store as many regimes as your wish and Body Image allows you to set the Group and Category naming 
elements to help you organize and retrieve your regimes quickly. You may also enter a lengthy (or short) 
descriptive paragraph about each regime to be saved. 

With all these features, you must buy Body Image and take your relationship with your clients to a new 
level.
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